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ABSTRACT
We have presented a novel Single Snapshot Multiple Frequency Demodulation (SSMD) method enabling single
snapshot wide field imaging of optical properties of turbid media in the Spatial Frequency Domain. SSMD makes use of
the orthogonality of harmonic functions and extracts the modulation transfer function (MTF) at multiple modulation
frequencies and of arbitrary orientations and amplitudes simultaneously from a single structured-illuminated image at
once. SSMD not only increases significantly the data acquisition speed and reduces motion artifacts but also exhibits
excellent noise suppression in imaging as well. The performance of SSMD-SFDI is demonstrated with experiments on
both tissue mimicking phantoms and in vivo for recovering optical properties. SSMD is ideal in the implementation of a
real-time spatial frequency domain imaging platform, which will open up SFDI for vast applications in, for example,
mapping the optical properties of a dynamic turbid medium or monitoring fast temporal evolutions.
Keywords: spatial frequency domain imaging, single snapshot multiple frequency demodulation (SSMD), real time,
turbid medium, optical properties

1. INTRODUCTION
Spatial Frequency Domain Imaging (SFDI) is one emerging non-contact and quantitative wide field modality for rapid
mapping of the optical properties of turbid media such as biological tissue [1, 2]. It has attracted significant attention
recently as SFDI has been proved effective in probing the micro-architecture of the sub-surface of the turbid medium
over a wide field [3] and has promising clinical applications in hemodynamics monitoring, brain, burns and et al.
However, One important issue in SFDI is the imaging speed and motion artefacts [4]. In order to decouple scattering
from absorption, the measurement of the modulation transfer function (MTF) of the turbid medium at no less than two
modulation frequencies is required. The standard three phase demodulation method requires three images at different
phase delay (0, 2π/3, and 4π/3) to compute MTF at one spatial frequency (one AC component), which in turn hinders
SFDI in real time applications such as when monitoring fast temporal dynamics.
Recently, several fast demodulation methods have been proposed to improve upon the standard 3-phase demodulation
approach for SFDI. The single snapshot optical properties method (SSOP) developed by Vervandier et al [5] uses a line
by line Fourier transform of an SFDI intensity image and processes in the frequency space to extract one DC and one AC
image from a single frame of data to recover the optical property. An alternative approach proposed by Nadeau et al [6]
uses a 2-D Hilbert transform by employing a complex-valued spiral phase function in the Fourier space. The Hilbert
demodulation method requires one single frame of image to recover one AC component at the specific frequency. We
also have presented a novel single snapshot multiple frequency demodulation (SSMD) method to extract one DC and
multiple AC components simultaneously from a single structured-illuminated image at once using the orthogonality of
harmonic functions [7]. The multiple AC components can have arbitrary orientations, amplitudes, and modulation
frequencies subject to the limitation of the implementation device, offering the design freedom to achieve the best signal
to noise performance over the medium response at all the modulation frequencies of interest. The performance of SSMD
is demonstrated with experiments on both tissue mimicking phantoms and in vivo for recovering optical properties by
comparing with the standard three-phase approach. SSMD not only is much faster and reduces motion artefacts but also
exhibits excellent noise suppression in imaging as well. The application of SSMD may open up SFDI for real time
mapping of the optical properties of a dynamic turbid medium and monitoring of fast temporal evolutions.
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2. METHODOLOGY
2.1 Spatial frequency domain imaging
SFDI maps the optical properties of a turbid medium from its reflectance images under structured illuminations.
(0)
(0)
Assuming an incident intensity pattern of I 0 = I DC
+ I AC
cos(2π f x x + 2π f y y + φ ) in SFDI, the backscattering light
intensity can be described as:
I ( x, y ) = I DC ( x, y ) + I AC ( x, y ) cos(2π f x x + 2π f y y + φ ).

(1)

where fx , fy are the modulating spatial frequencies along the x and y directions, respectively, and φ is the phase. The
(0)
represents the modulation
demodulation is to extract the AC amplitude I AC (x, y) from I(x, y) . The ratio I AC / I AC
transfer function (MTF) of the turbid medium at the spatial frequency ( f x , f y ) after removing the imaging system

response characteristics through calibration. In the standard three-phase demodulation, three images are acquired at three
equally separated phases φ 1,2,3=(0, 2π/3, 4π/3) for each AC spatial frequency. The AC amplitude I AC (x, y) is solved
pixel-by-pixel as
I AC ( x , y ) =

1
2
[( I1 − I 2 ) 2 + ( I 2 − I 3 ) 2 + ( I 3 − I1 ) 2 ] 2 .
3

(2)

where I1,2,3 is the backscattered light intensity corresponding to the phases φ 1,2,3, respectively. Once the MTF of the
turbid medium at two or more modulation frequencies is obtained, the optical properties of the medium are then
determined by comparing to the light transport model such as radiative transfer or diffusion in the Fourier domain [8-10].
2.2 Single snapshot multiple frequency demodulation technique
Here we briefly outline the key ideas of single snapshot multiple frequency demodulation technique and the details have
been presented in [7]. The main power of structured illumination with digital micromirror devices (DMDs) is that the
pattern of the incident light on the surface of a specimen can be freely controlled and altered with precise knowledge.
SSMD adopts a structured illumination consisting of multiple harmonics simultaneously. The light pattern on the surface
of the specimen and the backscattered light intensity is given, respectively, by:
k

(0)
(0)
⎡
⎤
I 0 ( x, y ) = I DC
+ ∑ I AC
, i cos ⎣ 2π ( f x , i x + f y, i y ) + φi ⎦ .

(3)

i =1
k

I ( x, y ) = I DC ( x, y ) + ∑ I AC ,i ( x, y ) cos ⎡⎣ 2π ( f x ,i x + f y,i y ) + φi ⎤⎦ .

(4)

i =1

(0)
where k≥1 is the number of AC components, I AC
, i and I AC , i are, respectively, the incident and backscattering amplitudes

of the i-th AC component modulated at the spatial frequency (f x ,i , f y ,i ) and of phase φi . Note that the spatial modulation
frequencies can be prescribed exactly by DMD (subject to the limitation of DMD imposed by its the pixelated nature and
size) once the SFDI system has been setup and calibrated.
The key in SSMD is that the k different spatial frequencies are chosen to take the form of f x,i = mi / T1 and f y ,i = ni / T2
where -T1 < mi < T1 , -T2 < ni < T2 , and mi , ni , T1 , and T2 are all integers. In other words, T1 and T2 define the
smallest common multiples of all the AC modulating spatial periods along the horizontal and vertical directions,
respectively. As in the standard three-phase demodulation method, I AC ,i (x, y) is further assumed to be slow varying and
can be treated as a constant over the sliding window of size T1 × T2 pixels. Each AC component I AC ,i is given by
I AC ,i =

[ ∫∫ I ( x, y ) cos(2π f x ,i x + 2π f y,i y )dxdy ]2 + [ ∫∫ I ( x, y ) sin(2π f x ,i x + 2π f y,i y ) dxdy ]2
σ

σ

∫∫σ cos

I DC =

2

(2π f x ,i x + 2π f y,i y )dxdy

1
T1 × T2

.

∫∫σ I ( x, y)dxdy.
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(5)
(6)

where the integration is performed over the sliding window σ. Here, in order to remove the requirement of the
knowledge of the phase φi , a sinusoid and cosine kernel with the same spatial modulation frequency (f x ,i , f y ,i ) and of
size T1 × T2 , respectively, is applied to filter I(x, y) , and the two resulting images are then combined to recover the
corresponding AC component.
A schematic diagram of the SSMD is illustrated in FIG.1. As one example, the superimposed image consists of one
uniform DC background, a “中” AC image and a “华” AC image, where “中” is modulated horizontally at the spatial
frequency f1 and “华” is modulated along the 45o direction at the spatial frequency f2. First, we determine the sliding
window (kernel) size T1 × T2 that T1 equals the least common multiple of 1/ f1 and

2 / f 2 , and T2 equals

2 / f2 . A

sinusoid and cosine kernel of size T1 × T2 , respectively, is then applied to filter the superimposed image and the two
resulting images are combined to recover the corresponding AC component according to Eq. (5). The DC image is
extracted by a direct averaging over the T1 × T2 window (i.e., a unity kernel). Each individual image of “中” and “华” is
then demodulated with high fidelity (the rightmost column of FIG. 1).
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FIG. 1. The schematic diagram of single snapshot multiple frequency demodulation method. The single snapshot displayed
in the leftmost column is the image recorded, for example, by a CCD camera from structured illumination for the
synthesized sample. Here this image consists of one uniform DC background, a “中” AC image modulated horizontally with
the spatial frequency f1, and a “华” AC image modulated diagonally with the spatial frequency f2. The modulating spatial
frequencies f1 and f2 are displayed in the phasor diagram below the single snapshot. For each component of known
frequency, a sinusoid and cosine kernel of size T1 × T2 , respectively, is applied to filter the single snapshot and the two
resulting images are combined to recover the corresponding AC component according to Eq. (5). The DC image is extracted
by a direct averaging over the T1 × T2 window.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Homogenous phantom experiment
The 2D maps of the optical properties of the Intralipid-2% suspension reconstructed by the three-phase method and
SSMD are then compared in FIG. 2. The incident beam is spatially modulated at f1 = 0.487mm-1 vertically and/or f2 =
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0.689mm-1 diagonally. The optical properties of the medium are reconstructed by a look-up table based on the enhanced
diffusion approximation [11]. The three-phase method is applied to measurements modulated at one single frequency
alone and SSMD to measurements modulated at either single or two frequencies simultaneously. Both methods recover
the optical properties of the Intralipid-2% well with the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of 3.10×10-4mm-1
and 2.63mm-1 from f1 demodulation and 3.69×10-4mm-1 and 3.14mm-1 from f2 demodulation, respectively. The same
suspension was measured by an oblique incidence diffuse reflectance method [12] which yields μa =3.0 × 10-4mm-1 and

μ s' = 2.60 mm-1. The recovered μa and μ s' at f2 are slightly overestimated compared to the expected values partly
attributed to the gradual loss of the accuracy of the diffusion approximation at higher modulation frequencies [13-15].
The optical property maps produced with SSMD overall show much less fluctuations comparing to those with the
standard three-phase method. The performance of SSMD also holds up well when modulating at either single or multiple
frequencies simultaneously. Note the intensity of the reflectance inside the central region is stronger than the
surrounding region owing to the boundary effects. The boundary effects also show up clearly in the recovered optical
properties maps, in particular, nearby the left edge in the f1 case with SSMD.
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FIG. 2. Comparison of recovered optical property maps by the standard three-phase method and SSMD from measurements
on Intralipid-2% suspension. (a) Raw intensity images measured when modulating at f1 = 0.487mm-1, f2 = 0.689mm-1, and f1
& f2 simultaneously. (b) Recovered optical property maps from the three-phase method (modulated at one single frequency
alone), SSMD (modulated at one single frequency), and SSMD (modulated at both frequencies simultaneously).

3.2 In vivo forearms experiment
Lastly, forearms of healthy young adults were imaged by the real time SSMD-SFDI system at two wavelengths λ =
623nm (Red) and 540 nm (Green). The spatial modulation frequency is f = 0.2 mm-1. Five images were recorded per
second by a digital color camera (Point Grey Grasshop3 GS3-U3-51S5C) under paced breathing at frequencies of 0.0833
s-1. The optical parameters ( μa and μ s' ) are calculated from each image based on the diffusion approximation and the
SSMD method. We first performed Fourier analysis of the time traces of the absorption coefficient and only retained
those experiments in which the power spectra of μa showed a peak at the frequency of paced breathing (see FIG. 3.(ac)). We removed temporal drifts from μa by a third-order polynomial detrending. The detrended time traces of μa were
then filtered using a linear-phase band-pass finite impulse response filter based on the Parks-McClellan algorithm (see
FIG. 3.(d, e)). The coherent hemodynamics signal due to paced breathing was clearly recovered with our SSMD-SFDI
system [16, 17].
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FIG. 3. Acquisition of dynamic optical parameters ( μ a ). (a) Raw images of the forearm recorded in the SFDI system. (b),
(c) The extracted absorption coefficient in Red and Green channels. (d), (e)The filtered absorption coefficient after
removing temporal drifts and filtered using a linear-phase band-pass finite impulse response filter based on the Parks–
McClellan algorithm. The first 100s data was discarded.

4. CONCLUSION
We have presented a novel Single Snapshot Multiple frequency Demodulation (SSMD) method enabling single snapshot
wide field imaging of optical properties of turbid media in the Spatial Frequency Domain. SSMD makes use of the
orthogonality of harmonic functions and extracts the modulation transfer function (MTF) at multiple modulation
frequencies and of arbitrary orientations and amplitudes subject to the implementation device simultaneously from a
single structured-illuminated image at once. The excellent performance of SSMD has been demonstrated with
experiment on both tissue mimicking phantoms and in vivo for recovering optical properties by comparing to the
conventional three-phase approach. SSMD not only increases significantly the data acquisition speed and reduces motion
artefacts but also exhibits excellent noise suppression in imaging as well. SSMD is ideal in the implementation of a realtime spatial frequency domain imaging platform, which will open up SFDI for vast applications in, for example,
mapping the optical properties of a dynamic turbid medium and monitoring fast temporal evolutions.
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